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ABSTRACT

The generating function that gives rise to the orbifold Euler characteristic of the moduli
space of puncturedcompactRieman surfaces x(MJ),a £ 0 is derived explicitly. In the derivation,
we show that we do not need to use the three-term recursion relation for the orthogonal polynomials.
Also the continuum limit of Penner's connected generating function is considered and is shown to
be formally equivalent to the free energy obtained recently by Distler and Vafa which exhibits the
logarithmic divergences found for genus aro and one in D = 1 matrix models. Finally, it is shown
that the free energy and its s-derivatives are nothing but the continuum limit of a certain generating
function introduced by Harer and Zagier in obtaining the true Euler characteristic with any number
of punctures, e( i y ) , a > 0.

1 Introduction

The orbifold Euler characteristic of the moduli space of punctured compact
Riemann surfaces of genus g > 0, was first calculated by Harer and Zagier [11.
The approach in [1] was to reduce a topological problem to a combinatorial
problem and then solve it. A little later Penner [2] discovered an alternative
approach to the combinatorial part in [1]. One must say that Penner's
approach is more accessible to physicists than that in ref. [lj, since it
uses techniques from quantum field theory (Feynman diagrams), including
random matrices [3] which by now are so familiar. Recently Itzykson and
Zuber [4j reduced the combinatorial calculations in both references[lj-|2] by
appealing to group theory in which the Frobenius duality formula played an
important role in their analysis. Also note that in [4] there was no need to
introduce orthogonal polynomials unlike ref. [2] in which their introduction
was essential in deriving the generating function that gives rise to the orbifold
Euler characteristic x(XJ).

Penner in [2] computed the following generating function for orders of
automorphism groups of graphs G whose edges are cyclically ordered (fat
graphs);

*.(/.*) = £ (1.1)

where the summation is taken over ail connected fat graph isomorphism
classes , T\G\ denotes the automorphism group, »*[G] and s[G\ are respec-
tively the number of fc-valent vertices and the number of boundary com-
ponent of the Riemann surface £ (the number of punctures). For each
I,*0(J,JV) is a rational polynomial in N. It was shown [2j(theorem 1.1) that
ic(J,N) can be written as
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N' , (1-2)
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where the summation is taken over all g > 0, * > 1 such that / = Ag ~ 4 + 2s.
In order to compute x(-MJ),Penner introduced a more general generating
function $(/,JV) in which the graphs axe not necessarily connected, that is,

CHAIR@ITSICTP.BITNET *(/,*) =
#r[G]

(1.3)
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where the summation in eq(1.3) is taken over all (not necessarily connected)
fat graph isomorphism classes.

Using techniques from quantum field theory, • ( / , JV) can be expressed as
a certain integration over the space of JV by N hennitian matrices, HN

dM(H)T\
-trH"}

(1.4)

where dM{H) = n £ i <«?<, n,<;(<flleJff1J){<flm2ri>) is the measure on
the sum is taken over all sequences uj = 0, vj = 0, ....v* such that £(& — 2)t»* =
II. Note that the assumption that t>i = v» = 0, physically means that we
respectively discard the "tadpole" and the "self-energy" insertions.

In section 2, we shall give an explicit expression for the generating
function Z(t,N), which is defined as

Z(t,N) =
• >o

(t>0) (1.5)

where Z(t,N) turns out to be the most important object in computing x(M'f),
and is related to 9c{t,N), via the following relation;

(1.6)

where $C(2/,JV) as a rational polynomial in N is given by

1 N) - (-1

and hence the expression for x(-MJ), follows.

If we set t -» t/N in the expression for log Z[t, N) and let N -> oo and
i - * l such that (i = N[l — t) is kept fixed, i.e., we are in the continuum
limit, then one can show (see section 3) that the free energy F{fi) is given,
upto regular terms1, by

'Note that we have diK&rded terma which do not contribute to the iccond derivative of

•FTt .^i-.. ~ ;> '

(1.8)

where — j^'log/i, j^logft are respectively the sphere and the torus contri-
bution to the free energy, and x(-Mj) is the (orbifold) Euler characteristic
without punctures. Apart from the minus sign, eq.(l,8) is formally equiv-
alent to the free energy obtained by Distler and Vafa [5] where they have
taken the continuum limit of the connected generating function considered
by Itzykson and Zuber [4j and set fi = N(l + t). It is interesting to note
that the first two terms in eq.(l.S) are formally equivalent to ( apart from
the factor 1/T) and have the same sign as those terms that show up in the
free energy of D-1-matrix models [6,7] at genus zero and genus one.

In section 4, we will show that the free energy F(p) is nothing but the
continuum limit of a certain generating function $(X, Y) where we set X = t
and Y = jj\ this function was introduced by Harer and Zagier [lj in the
derivation of the true Euler characteristic of the moduli space of compact
Riemann surfaces without punctures, namely e[Tt) — Z!(-l)'d»mi/,(rj,Q}.
Differentiating the free energy F(ft) with respect to ft, J-times, where « > 3,
then we have

dft- 1=0

(1.9)

where x(F') is the orbifold Euler characteristic similar to x(-MJ), the
difference being the factor l/«! in x(M't). What is said above for the
free energy F[ft) and its relation to the true Euler characteristic without
punctures, e(P(), can be generalized to show that d"F/d/j.',s > 1 is formally
the continuum limit of a certain generating function $'(X,Y) which should
be present in the expression for the true Euler characteristic with s punctures,

2 The (Orbifold) Euler Characteristic Of The
Moduli Space Of Punctured Compact
Riemann Surfaces, x(-M£); s > ltg > 0.

In this section we will give an explicit derivation for the Euler characteristic,
X(.MJ) which was shown by Penner (theorem 1.1), to be the coefficient in the
generating function for order of automorphism groups of fat graphs;



(2.1)

where the summation is taken BO that I = 4g-4+2a. The most important
object in deriving x(WJ) is the generating function Z(t,N) defined by

) ' * > 0 . (2.2)

where 9(1, N) is defined just like * c ( / , N), the difference being that fat graph
classes need no longer be connected. As shown in [2] (corollary 3.1) i(I,N)
is given by

-trH*
(2.3)

where £(fc — 2)vk = / means that we sum over all ^-tuples {vi,}, of non-
negative integers with £(fc - 2)vk = / and Vi = uj = 0, which in physical
terms means that we respectively discard the "tadpole" and the "self-energy"
insertions. The normalizing factor Mw is known exactly and is

Penner has shown explicitly in [2] that the generating function Z[t,N) can
be written as

where the measure d/i,(x),t > 0 is given by

dnt{x) =
„*+!(.VI)'

j [log

ik + 2

1

dx

(1-ixVt)
dx

(i= -iVtUt)'t'l(-z)-''1e-'dz for z = -(ix\/i - 1) (2.5)

One can easily show, by using integration over Hermitian matrices3 that
the generating function Z[t,N) has the form;

(2.6)

Equation (2.6), apart form the infinite sum in the exponential has the
form of the normalised partition function of the random hermitian matrix-
models [3j. Therefore to evaluate Z[t,N) one can use the methods of
orthogonal polynomials (for a brief self-contained introduction to matrix
models see ref. [8]).

In evaluating the normalized partition function Z(t,N) one normally
introduces the monic orthogonal polynomials, PH(x) = x" + £?*f Pj,*'*"-'
with respect to a certain measure such that

(2.7)

Provided that the moments / *£ x^dfi(x) exist and are finite for all ft =
0,1,2,..., then the monic polynomials Pn{x) exist and are unique, and can
be shown to satisfy a three-term recursion relation,

(i) , (2.8)

for some scaiars Sn,Rn,n > 0 (with P_i = 0). The three-term recursion
relation has as a consequence the identity An+1 = iJrl+IAtn, which along with
the fact that the Vandermonde determinant is related to the orthogonal
polynomial through the identity

(2.9)

results in
aOne cut check Hot equivalence by u inf the well known lemma [3]: If / i* » U(N)

invariant function on the epace of JV by N Hermitian matricM, then



Z(t,N) =
N-l

(2.10)

Penner derived Z[t,N) using the three-term recursion relation for the
monk polynomials PnJ(x)t with respect to the measure

As we shall see below, the polynomials Pn,t[x) a r e related to the monk
Laguerre polynomials; therefore one can write an expression for the norm-
squared hnt and hence the expression for Z{t,N) without using the three-
term recursion relation.

The expression for Pn,t{x) w ' t n respect to the measure dn,(x) is obtained
by using the fact that the latter is up to a factor, the integrand in the Hankel's
expression for the F-function as a contour integral [9|, namely;

r O = -2iaJ{i-i)fj-*
l"<-d*

= jT z-^e-dz , (2.11)

where Re z = - l/t and C is the following contour:

Therefore from equation (2.11) one can see that the monk polynomial
is indeed related to the Laguerre polynomial £*(*) which is known to be
orthogonal with respect to the measure z"e~'dz. Equation (2.11) can be
extended to include an analytic function in the integrand, q((ixy/i- l)/(),t >
0 resulting in

1 f
JRRti=-l/t

r ( i - f h q{z)z < d* • (2.12)

see lemma (3.5) in [2]. Note that in obtaining equation (2.12) we have used
the identity T[l- \)T(}} - jr/sin n(l-l/t). Therefore the monic polynomial

(2.13)

where l~* 1(z) = (-l)"^!!,;'"1^) is the monic Laguerre polynomial .The
factor ^r has been inserted in Pn,i{x) ^ render it monic in x. We are now
ready to compute the norm squared hn of Pnj{x) which upon using equation
(2.12) reads

*• = £ (
(2.14)

where we have used f \L^(z)\*e-'za = ^r(n + a + 1). Therefore the
normalized partition function Z(t, N) becomes

By inserting the following two identities

N-l n N-l



in equation(2.15),the normalized partition function finally yields

0.18)

which is the generating function obtained in [2] using the three-term recursion
relation for PDjI(x}.It was shown explicitly in [2] that Z[t,n) is analytic in
the limit t —> 0+;therefore Z(t,n),aB a power series, only makes sense in this
limit.

from equation (2.16) the connected generating function is given by

logZ{t,n) = - - p) log(l - pt),
F=l

where }i(x) is the Plaima function J10],defined by

»(x) := logT[x) - (x - i ) log i + z-±log(2*)

(2.17)

(2.18)

By expanding log(l — pt) in a power series,and using the fact that fi(l/t)
tends to £ £ , , ^JftjS^t1'** as t -» 0+.where the BJm's are the Bernoulli
numbers.iio = 1, B\ = —1/2, Bj = 1/6, ,then we obtain

logZ(t.n) =

oo

JU + 1) (J + 2) + i - \

Here we have used the following identity [11]

ftru+1 \rv lvr*t / .. \ D

= ZTl~~f + f^\2k-l)~2k ' {22°>

where [x] is the integer part of x. Finally the connected generating function
log Z(t, N) can be written as

(2-19)

On the other hand from ref. [3] the normalised connected generating function
can be written as

U,N){-t)' t >0, (2.21)

which upon comparison with the previous equation, gives

(2/ N) - (-«' [
- 2 fc ) !

(2.22)

By using the fact the I = 2g-2 + *>0, s> 1 and g > 0 one can shew
that the variable k is identically the genus g of the Riemann surface, which
in turn implies that the orbifoid Euler characteristic of the moduli space of
punctured Riemann surfaces with g > 0 and J > 1 reads

(2.23)

As a consequence, the orbifoid Euler characteristic of the moduli space
without puncture* would be (J = 0, / > 0 => g > 1)

X(M°)
4g{g -

(2.24)

3 The Continuum Limit Of Penner's
Connected Generating Function

We saw in section 2 that Penner's generating function for all graphs which
are not necessarily connected can be written as

(3.1)

Before taking the continuum limit of Penner's connected generating function
(the free energy), let us first make the following natural scaling in eq(3.l) by

10
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setting t —t t/N,then the free energy becomes

F(N,t) = - log Z(t,N)

where the function F/W 'a B'ven

(3.2)

(3.3)

Equation (3.2) has the familiar topological expansion of the free energy [3]
where the parameter t playa the role of the coupling constant. With this
scaling the normalised partition function reads3

When JV is very large and t is some constant,the connected generating
function which follows from equation (3.4) will be

p = l
= )

where the summation T,*=l(N - p) logfl - pt/N) can be evaluated using the
Euler-Maclaurin formula

p = l
- p) log(l _ £ ) =

Ft
- x) log(l - £ )

iV

" ' (2*)!"'

'Note that if we were to compute x(WJ) "i'h the »bove Kkling, we would obtain the
tune reiultt u above and there would be no constuit temu in log £( i , N). Thi* ii why we
called the above icaling 'natural*.

11

where Ck = -J/( l ) - ^f'(l) + .. - jfft/»-'(l).The term

can be easily evaluated using integration by parts to give

3JVJ JV1

evaluated at N areThe terms \f[x),^f'(x) and

(3.7)

= 0

(2*)!
./<»-»> (iV) =

To obtain the continuum limit of the free energy F{t,N) = - log Z(t,N) ,
set ^ = N{1 - J) and let N -* oo,t -» 1 such that ^ is kept fixed ("double
scaling") to get

(3.8)

where x(-WJ) m the Euler characteristic without punctures and the terms
— ̂ fi* log p + reg and ^ log ji are respectively the sphere and the torus
contribution to the free energy. On the other hand, the topological expansion
of the free energy before taking the continuum limit, given in eq.(3.2) may
be written as

I \^9 ~ 2)!s! 2g

where a = a — 2. By using the following identity

12



one has

3JV* N*

and hence for large N, we have the following:

+ 2)
(3.11)

Therefore, one can interpret the sphere contribution to the free en-
ergy, namely, - j^ i ' log^ + reg., as the continuum limit of the serie s
N'Il,>,(-iy+1x{M'0)t-

1 which sums to - f £ ( l - t)7U>S{l ~t) + ^ - ^ .
Similar]!y for 0 = 1, the term JJ log/i is nothing but the continuum limit of
the series T..>l(-lY

+lx(M'l)f.

Finally, the term

^ (a + 2g - 3)11.

can be expanded to give

* r -2 2j
•t)V~

V *
(3.12)

which in the continuum limit becomes,—]CJ^i Sifd^jT'*1 **• The computation
above shows that knowledge of the orbifold Euler characteristic x(-MJ) for
a given genus g, enables one to compute the continuum limit for the free
energy directly, using F(N, T) — EJLo ^(t)-^*"**- Also this computation
shows that the different terms in eqn.(3.8) are interpreted as the continuum
limit of the appropriate infinite series whose coefficients are the corresponding
Euler characteristics. Also, note that the expression for the free energy given
in eqn.(3.8) is formally equivalent to that of D is tier and Vafa [5] (apart
from the minus sign), where they have set ft = JV(1 + t) which exhibits the
logarithmic divergences of D = 1 matrix models [6,7J.

We have seen in this section that the free energy F(fi] is related to
the orbifold Euler characteristic without punctures, x(Wj). However, by

13

differentiating the free energy with respect to the parameter n, s-timcs, where
5 > 3, we obtain

an' K ' n-* l '

(3.13)
<=o

where

12
for s > 1

_ * t (3.14)

are the orbifold Euler characteristics of the moduli space of punctured
Riemann surfaces, see ref. [1) (page 476). Note that the formula for x(TJ),
differs from x(-^j) by a factor jj. This is because in ref. [1] they consider
not the full mapping class group, but the subgroup of mapping classes which
fixes the punctures.

4 Connection With The True Euler
Characteristic e(Ts),s > 0

Harer and Zagier [1] derived the expression for the true Euler characteristic
of the moduli space of compact Riemann surfaces without punctures,
namely, e(Tt) = Ei(—lJ'A'm/f^r.J.Q), T, being the mapping class group
of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of the genus g Riemann surface
without punctures. In so doing, they showed that xfTj) is related to a
generating function of the form (theorem 5')

Y* fz »{• ~
- I )

(-»)'

t - 2 ) ' *>>

-3)!^-r"- J . (4.1)

14



The same procedure applied to equation (3.9) can be used to show that the
continuum limit of -* ( r , jf) (such that p = JV(1 +1) is fixed) is

+ ii (4.2)

Therefore, we learn that the free energy F[p) is formally equivalent to the
continuum limit of the generating function ${X,Y) which shows up in the
expression for the true Euler characteristic without punctures, e(F().

We have seen in the last section that the sphere contribution to the free
energy, F(n) is logarithmically divergent a s ( i - » O . This behaviour is still
present in d"F/dn', for s — 1 or 2, namely the one point function and the two
point function respectively; however, for a > 3, this behaviour disappears.
This is why, we did not include dF/dn and d^FJdti1 in eq.(3.13).

We will show however, that d'F/dp' for s > 1 are formally identical
to the continuum limit of certain generating functions that show up in the
formula of Harer and Zagier for the true Euler characteristic of the moduli
space of Riemann surfaces with one puncture, two punctures, and so on
and hence generalizing the relation between the free energy F(p) and the
generating functions $[X,Y) that gives rise to the true Euler characteristic
without punctures.

Differentiating F(n) with respect to the parameter (i, one has (discarding
terms linear in ft)

dF
(4.3)

but from Harer and Zagier (theorem 4'), the generating function for the
true Euler characteristic with one puncture,e(Fj} is related to the following
generating function:

,
i , . _ ,

15

(4.4)

By setting X = t, Y = jj and (i = JV(l + t) in eq.(4.4), then, one can see
that the continuum limit of — • ' ( ( , jj) is nothing but the one point function
dF/dfi. Also note that the expression, J ~ resembles very much the density
of states e(nr) [6,7] of D = 1 matrix models; in particular the first two terms
are the same up to a factor 1/ff and with the right sign.

Similarly, by differentiating the free energy, F{fi] twice with respect to
the parameter n, gives

(4.5)

Now one can easily see from [l| that the true Euler characteristic with
two punctures, e(Pj) is related to the following generating function:

(4.6)

Expanding equation (4.6) and summing over a give

(4.7)

which upon using the same substitution, gives diFjdftt in the continuum
limit.

When the number of punctures n is greater or equal to 3, then the
generating function, <bn{X,Y) would be

16



in(x,Y) =
M>° '•

- 3 ) ! £ ? , , , , . , _ ,
! 2 X Y2g

In particular for n - 3 > 3, we have

(4.9)

By similar arguments as above, one can see that d'F/dt*', for » > 3 is the
continuum limit of -*'(JC, F) with the appropriate substitution.

In summary, we have shown in section 2, that the generating function
Z(t,N) can be evaluated without use of the three* term recursion relations
corresponding to the monk orthogonal polynomials. And in section 3 we have
shown that formally the free energy is equivalent to that obtained by Distler
and Vafa [5], this means that the presence of V in log(l — iM\/i) + iM\/i
is not essential except for convergence. Note that in ref. [5], they have taken
the continuum limit of of the connected generating function, \ogZ{t,N)
considered by Itzykson and Zuber in ref. [4j where they do not include the
V . This phenomenon is similar to that observed for the case of one-matrix
models in D < 1 in ref. [12] where complex critical couplings gave the same
differential equation as real ones.

Furthermore, in section 4 we have shown that the free energy F(fi) and
its 5-derivatives with respect to the parameter M is related to the true Euler
characteristic without punctures, with one puncture, two punctures and so on
through the generating functions $(X, Y), &(X, Y),..., i'(X, Y) which were
introduced by Harer and Zagier [1). Finally we would like to say that if the
recent conjecture of Witten [13], concerning the orbifold Euler characteristic,
x(XJ) which he suggested would be obtained from some N = 1 topological
field theory, is true, then one is led to think that Penner's free energy may
be obtained from an N = 2, D = 1 matrix-model.
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